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>>> Good morning, everyone.  We'll be getting started in just a few minutes.  Thanks for joining us early.  Karla, for the captioning, is there a link that I should be posting for folks who want to access the captions?  
>> CAPTIONER: Yes, just one moment.  
>> Anyone else want to say hello?  
>> Hi, everybody.  It's Meg.  
>> Hey, Meg.  
>> Hey, Meg.  
>> How is everyone?  At noon I'm always, like, do I say good morning?  Do I say good afternoon?  I feel torn here.  
>> Just say hello.  
>> Hello to everybody.  
>> Hey, Meg.  
>> I'll say hello.  
>> Oh, who's that?  
>> Mary.  
>> Lee Anne.  
>> Oh, hi, Lee Anne.  
>> Thanks for joining us.  
>> Thanks for having me.  
>> And this is Susan Copeland.  This is my first time on the call.  
>> Hi, Susan.  Thanks for coming.  
>> Yeah.  I'm excited.  
>> Susan, I don't see your name in here.  Is it possible that you are either 704 phone number or a bunch of letters and numbers?  
>> I'm the 704.  
>> I'm not showing up.  It could be that I'm a bunch of letters and numbers.  I joined ‑‑ or at least I thought I joined and completed everything last week, but maybe I didn't do something correctly.  
>> No, no, I don't see your name listed on here, so maybe you are the random letters and numbers.  And who just said they are the 704 number?  
>> Debbie.  I might be the 704.  Is it 771?  Yeah, that's me.  
>> Yeah.  
>> I'm on the computer, but I'm using the audio of the phone.  
>> That's Debbie Holzberg, right?  
>> Yes, Holzberg.  Oh, yeah, you're on here twice.  
>> Heather ‑‑ 
>> Sorry, the computer audio gets a little weird in the office.  So I thought the phone would be more reliable.  
>> No problem.  Was that Heather?  
>> Yep, it's Heather.  I just wanted to say a quick hello.  
>> Hi, Heather.  All right.  It does say 12:02 on my screen, so I guess we will get started.  Hold on.  Housekeeping things before we get started, though.  I'm not going to forget to start the recording this time.  Where did it go?  Okay.  All right.  The recording is on.  And for anybody who needs captioning, I will re‑post that link in the chat box.  We do have a captioner on.  There is captioning available.  All right.  Well, thanks, everybody, for joining us today.  It seems like it was so long ago that we met last, but I guess it was only three months.  We have a packed agenda today.  Lots of new updates and things to talk about.  But I think we do have a few new members who have joined us, you know, every time we go out and talk to people, we tell them about our Affinity Group.  So we are snowballing our recruitment of new members.  We keep growing.  I think we have over 120 people who are signed up for this group now  So it's really great to see.  Membership growing.  So if it's your first meeting, feel free to say hello to everybody in the chat and tell us a little bit about yourselves, maybe.  I don't like to put anybody on the spot at their first meeting to turn on your microphone.  But do say hello in the chat.  Feel free to join in the conversation any time.  
	So the first thing that we will talk about at each of our meetings is any updates from all of our members who are here about any research accomplishments that you have that you'd like to share with us, any ongoing studies or any progress that you've made.  I do have a list here, but I would like to hear from all of you before I go through this list here.  And you can feel free to add your updates on the agenda here.  Does everybody have the agenda open?  I could put it in the chat if you don't.  Yeah.  So any accomplishments that folks would like to tell us about today?  
>> Kathy, you were telling me that you recently submitted a manuscript, right?  
>> Yeah.  The Florida consortium just submitted two.  One was on a lit review on academic access for students in post‑secondary ed.  And then the other one, students with intellectual disabilities, and then the other one was a qualitative study on 11 programs of post‑secondary programs for students with intellectual disabilities in Florida.  And so it was looking at the programs of study and kind of identifying some typology for programs of study that we're seeing in Florida.  And so we just submitted both of those.  I'm hoping it won't take as long as Clare says hers is taking.  We submitted it to JPEG, but we'll see how that goes.  Yep.  
>> Yeah.  Hoping you get a quick response on those.  I'm looking forward to meeting them.  Thanks, Kathy.  
>> Yeah.  
>> Anybody else?  
>> Not yet.  I'm looking for a topic that would be really good for us to do.  
>> Who is this, I'm sorry?  
>> Mary Strong at Appalachian State.  
>> Thanks, Mary.  Tell us a little bit more about what you're looking at.  You're trying to come up with some kind of research study?  
>> I'm open.  And, yeah, this is my first time joining with you guys, and I'm just trying to figure out what would be best with our program to really dig in for research.  
>> Great.  Anybody else?  
>> Hey, Clare, it's Debbie Holzberg again.  We're going to continue on with our line we presented on our self‑advocacy study on accessing accommodations for students with IDD.  We presented on that at Ahead Conference last week.  And so we're continuing that line to access workplace accommodations.  And we'll be doing that same study with video modeling.  So if anybody is interested in also conducting a similar study, we have everything sort of down to a science.  To evaluate the effects of the self‑advocacy intervention to access accommodation.  For students with IDD in post‑secondary ed.  So I've got that.  
>> That's fantastic.  How did your presentation go at Ahead last week?  
>> I feel like it went really well.  It was also livestreamed.  So hopefully everybody will get the recording and see, but it was pretty well attended.  I felt like it was actually very well attended.  So, yeah.  I think it went ‑‑ hopefully it went well.  From my perspective, it went well.  So, yeah.  We were excited about that.  
>> For those of you who aren't familiar with the acronym Ahead is the Association on Higher Education and Disability, and they had their conference last week in Albuquerque.  So Debbie was there, presented.  Yeah, Kate and I also presented on Wednesday.  And we just presented some, you know, general information about post‑secondary education programs for students with ID and some of our tips of data as well.  And we had a really great audience.  A lot of people who were very new to the idea, and at one point they really stopped us and made us, you know, a lady raised her hand and said, you know, I apologize, but I have no idea what you're talking about.  And so, you know, really made us sort of go back to the beginning and explain clearly what it looks like for a student with an intellectual disability to go to college and what a program looks like and how it may differ from a typical student with a disability and how it may be similar.  So I thought it was a really good experience for them this year.  
>> That's awesome.  That's totally awesome.  
>> Kathy, I see you're nodding.  
>> Yes.  Yeah, that's exciting.  And, you know, I think we ‑‑ I didn't present ‑‑ I mean, I presented at the project directors meeting but not at AHEAD itself.  And I think we probably really need to continue doing that to get the information out to other colleges that just don't have any idea what we're doing.  I think ‑‑ what was it ‑‑ there's, I don't know, more than 4,000 institutions across the country, and we're in, what, 6% of them?  So we've got a lot of work to do, right?  
>> Yep.  Yep.  Definitely.  
>> Debbie, this is Meg.  I hadn't known that they were livestreaming from AHEAD.  Is that a new thing that they're doing?  
>> I think ‑‑ if I remember correctly, I think that they said that it was a new thing that they were doing.  I think it was try to sort of, like, open access to people who couldn't physically get out there.  But it was ‑‑ like you had to register for it, and there was ‑‑ it was for a fee.  I don't know what they charged.  But ‑‑ and I don't know what, like, the selection criteria were.  Judging by the sessions that were livestreamed, and they sent a spreadsheet with how many people registered for your particular session ‑‑ well, for all the sessions ‑‑ it may have been, like, the highest number registered, but I didn't really ask, you know.  So I'm not 100% sure.  But it was interesting.  There were two sessions per time slot livestreamed.  
>> Oh, that's good to know.  I'll just be curious to follow up with Steven about how that went.  And it's ‑‑ it's an added bonus, you know, it's a way that we can get stuff that we're presenting at conferences out to a wider audience.  So I think it's got a lot of potential.  But it also sounds like it's maybe a logistics thing.  
>> Right, yeah.  So it will be interesting to see when they ‑‑ I think they said to edit them and finish captioning them, which they were captioned during the presentation, right?  So they were live captioned.  But I guess they want to maybe edit or clean them up and then make them available.  So, yeah, I'll let you know if I hear anything.  
>> Yeah.  That would be wonderful.  
>> We had a project directors meeting before AHEAD and for the TIPSES.  And part of me wishes we could have livestreamed our keynote speaker because he was just tremendous.  I'm hoping maybe we can do a webinar so that more people can hear his message.  I don't know, those of you who were at the meeting, do you think that would be something people would like?  
>> Oh, it was phenomenal.  Did we record it?  It was so good.  
>> We didn't record ‑‑ I mean, we have it transcribed, which I think is fabulous because, you know, we had that done.  But I would love to see him do it again in a way that we could share it.  
>> Yea, maybe some kind of video would be good.  I don't know how many people watched the recordings of the webinars.  
>> Yeah, we'll have to think about that.  But, yeah, that's great.  I'm glad to hear that that's coming up in AHEAD, and we can consider how maybe we can push ourselves out of our comfort zone to do more of that.  
[ Laughter ]

>> You know, we just had ‑‑ we just had our symposium, and we recorded the sessions.  And so we don't have them up online yet.  We were thinking of livestreaming and thought it would be more fruitful to just have it recorded and then we'll put it out there.  That was something that we did as a first time this year in recording our session.  
>> Oh, great.  Well, let us know how that goes.  
>> Yeah.  
>> If you get lots of hits.  It does let you at least capture how many people have viewed it.  
>> Right, right.  
>> All right.  
>> Clare ‑‑ 
>> Go ahead.  
>> ‑‑ I just want to note in the chat box, there's a number of people who are saying hi and introducing themselves.  So if you haven't had a chance, just open the chat box and you can see who some of our newer members are.  
>> Yeah.  That's great.  So good to see so many people talking about this group recently and glad to have you all here with us.  
	So I do have a few other updates I put into the agenda just to remind myself.  As always, I have our list of new journal articles, right at the end agenda.  There's actually quite a few I found since the last time we spoke.  So there's four on this page.  Four or five here.  So nine peer review publications and three dissertations.  Which I think is fantastic.  There's so much good research coming out right now.  One that I did want to draw everybody's attention to is this article by ‑‑ the PDF they sent me is not very user friendly.  I hope I'm saying that right.  And some other folks as well.  And this is a cost benefit analysis of post‑secondary education for individuals with intellectual disability.  So I think this was a study that we're going to be placing in a lot of different places.  Like we're doing our writing.  So check that out if you get the chance.  They did find that ‑‑ it says right here in the abstract ‑‑ the post‑secondary education is cost effective from the taxpayer's perspective after being employed for 28.4 months.  So I think that's a positive finding.  
	I don't know if any of the folks on the call are connected with any of these studies that have come up.  If you are, then feel free to speak up and just interrupt me at any point.  I'm going to go ‑‑ yeah, and copy those lists.  Keep a running list of all the cool research that's coming out.  I'm going to go back up to the top of our agenda.  One thing I wanted to highlight was Meg and Debra and their wonderful other colleagues.  Joe has a new book that just came out.  I thought I would share that with you in case you missed that announcement.  Of course, now it's going to take forever to load.  The cool thing about this book ‑‑ I mean, you should obviously go buy the book because it's great.  I just had to buy a copy for my desk.  If you wanted a copy of it.  But if you go onto the Rutledge publisher web page, and the link is in the agenda, there's an e‑resource here.  And it's kind of hidden on the web page.  But the student resource guide that's on here is a great tool  This is all information written by students for students.  So there's all kinds of cool stuff in here about, you know, getting ready for college.  All these resources are in the book, but then it's all put together into this nice PDF as well as a resource guide that you can use with students.  Meg, is there anything you want to add about this?  
>> No, I mean, I'm excited about the student resource guide, and I hope ‑‑ those are all the contributors, the student contributors, who are either recent college students or current college students.  And they had actually written this really fabulous but very long chapter.  So we had to cut it down.  And I didn't want to lose all of their advice.  So we decided to take their advice and create a new chapter at the end of the book called "The Student Resources," and we sort of took all the different pieces from other chapters that were very student specific and put them all in one place.  And then we redesigned the narrative to make it a little more engaging, you know, because these textbook‑type things, no student's ever going to read it.  We're just happy if a teacher reads it.  But because these students had such great advice, we tried to make it engaging and colorful and graphic.  And then the other piece I wanted it to be was free.  So the publisher ‑‑ we negotiated with the publisher that we could have this downloadable resource that teachers could then copy ‑‑ make a copy for their students, and the students could write on it.  You know, I think it will lend itself to lots of different types of discussion activities or planning activities.  So my hope is this student resource guide gets a lot of use.  Right now the version they have up there, there's, like, a little citation issue.  So I've been waiting until they put the right resource up there to put it out.  I mean, certainly you can use it.  It's just where the book is cited that's different.  But there's some great resources from Liz Getzel's college planning website.  She wrote a chapter.  Missy Jones and Debra Hart and Molly Boyle wrote a chapter on life skills and how to support, you know, essential college skills and integrate it or an inclusive way.  So those tools will be up there.  Hopefully it will be helpful for folks.  We're excited that it's out and in people's hands.  
>> Thanks, Meg.  And then we do have two new publications that have come out in the last couple of months.  So one is predictors of paid employment, and this is data from two community colleges that were part of the first cohort of TPSID.  And the other looking at the first cohort of TPSID.  A pretty productive few months in terms of research.  So we've actually got two other publications ‑‑ manuscripts under review, one looking at predictors of employment, both in the program and employment, and then also predictors of inclusive course enrollment.  Hoping that those will be accessible so that we can share them with you soon.  All right.  I'm going to move along in the agenda.  
	Grant funding, the only grant opportunity that we are aware of right now is the IEF special education research grant.  The link is right there in case you need it.  Those are due ‑‑ there we go, August 23rd, so coming up in just a few weeks.  If anyone else is aware of any other funding opportunities, then feel free to put that in the agenda and tell us about them.  That's the only one that we have on our radar right now.  I was able to get us a time at the state‑of‑the‑art conference for an in‑person meeting on Wednesday, October 10th.  I'm not sure of the exact time yet, but it will be at lunchtime.  So excited that we can sort of get together in person.  If you're going to be at the start of the art conference, can you just type in the chat to let me know that you're going to be there so I can get a sense of how many folks might be coming to the meeting?  But we will ‑‑ I'll do my best to arrange remote access as well for those folks who are not able to be there.  Excited that we get to meet in person.  Sue and Seb and Mary, glad you guys will be there.  That's exciting.  
	In terms of upcoming conferences, I don't really have any conferences that have open calls for proposals right now.  So if there's any that you're working on, put those in the agenda so that we all can have that information.  One that we didn't talk about is this conference in Austria that's taking place in October.  The call for proposal is closed but I just wanted to put that on here in case folks are interested in more of the international side of post‑secondary education.  Does anyone have any conferences that you know or have calls for proposals right now?  Five seconds.  So hearing none.  I hope I'm not going too fast through the agenda today.  
	All right.  We have two people with us today who are going to tell us about studies that they have that are in progress that they are recruiting for.  And so Susan, you're up first.  So I will hand it over to you, and I'm going to put your slide up on the screen here.  
>> Okay, great.  Thank you so much for that opportunity.  Dr. Allison Zagona is one of my colleagues here at the University of New Mexico.  And we are ‑‑ we've become interested in the opportunities for literacy learning in PSE programs.  I've been working in the area of literacy for a while now, especially literacy for students with intellectual disability or other more severe disability.  So often those kids are not getting appropriate instruction.  And they're either getting no instruction, or they're getting, you know, really minimal instruction.  And so after thinking about it and working in schools and doing that kind of thing, I really became interested in, well, what happens when they graduate, you know, right?  I started looking around at post‑secondary programs because obviously people in post‑secondary programs are using a lot of literacy.  In a variety of activities.  But there are really not that many research studies that have looked at this.  
	So when Allison joined us, we decided to do a survey of PSE program staff and just find out kind of what's the landscape out there.  And as a part of that, we're currently doing a small pilot just to get ‑‑ we just need to get information back on our survey, whether we're asking the right questions, you know, the length of the survey, that kind of thing.  So what we're asking is for people to take the survey.  The survey takes maybe 20 minutes, tops.  We're offering a $20 gift card so that, you know, we're trying to compensate people a little bit for their time.  And then we're going to take the results that we get back on the survey and adjust it a little bit and then send it out to PSE programs across the country to try to get kind of a ‑‑ almost like a baseline of what opportunities are available currently.  It seems like people are doing it but probably just not really studying it yet.  So we're kind of excited about that.  And I would just love it if you guys would be willing to give us 20 minutes of your time and fill out the survey for us, or pass it on to anybody else that you think might be interested in that.  
>> Thanks so much, Susan.  It sounds like a really valuable study.  And I think a lot of the people on this call could fill out that survey for you.  So I hope that they will do that.  
>> Well, that would be great.  And we hope this initial work will lead to some other maybe intervention studies or other kinds of case studies, things like that.  If anybody's interested in literacy, let me know because I think it's wide open, and there's so many things that we could do with this.  
>> Yeah, I think that's fantastic.  Thanks, Susan.  Okay.  And so I also talked with Lee Anne yesterday about her dissertation.  And Lee Anne is looking for programs to participate in her study.  So Lee Anne, would you like to tell us about your study and what you're looking for?  
>> I sure would.  I'm basically doing my study on the effects of post‑secondary education on employment outcomes.  And I'm comparing the outcomes of the students who go to post‑secondary education basically at the college level, compared to those who either don't do any post‑secondary education or those who do it in their local high school, transition programs in their local high schools.  A student at Grand Canyon University, I'm doing the online program.  And past the IRV stage.  I have several colleges who have agreed to do this, and I'm asking basically the people in the PSE program to send a link to a survey to their former students to fill out for me.  It's basically a blind survey.  I don't know anything about the students.  I won't even know what program they're in when they fill out the survey.  And I'm looking basically for, you know, the effect ‑‑ like the PSE program at the college level, the inclusion‑type thing has on the long‑term effect for employment, wages.  That's basically the only thing I'm looking at in this study.  I'm doing a causal comparative study.  So I only have two research questions.  And, you know, how does it affect, you know, employment and wages?  I was keeping it simple because this is my dissertation.  And, you know, so my feeling is that it would have a huge effect, you know, the effect of being on a college campus as opposed to high school.  I know many states are still doing most of their transition or PSE at the high school level.  And I feel that there would be a huge difference by being a college student as opposed to what many do in Florida is the perpetual high school student.  So I'm looking for as many colleges as possible that could help me by sending, you know, the link to my survey to their former students.  My goal is to have students who have graduated at least two years prior to the survey.  And we really don't need to go any further than five years.  So that's kind of what I'm looking for is people that would help out with this.  
	I've made sure that the consent form is at a readability level of 6.9 and that the survey is at a readability level of 4.6.  So things are pretty much ‑‑ you know, everything that the students could do on their own.  So does that kind of explain what I'm doing, or do we need more information?  
>> Yeah.  So, Lee Anne, if folks are interested, how can they reach out to you?  Do you want to put your e‑mail address in the ‑‑ 
>> Oh, yes.  What I'm doing is, the people that complete the survey would be the group that participated in a PSE program.  And then I'll be comparing their outcomes to data from the NTLS‑II database as the students who did not complete a PSE program, because I really can't find a group of people who didn't complete a PSE program.  Okay.  
	So do I type here or do you type here?  
>> You can type right there in the agenda.  I think it sounds like a really great study, Lee Anne.  You've chosen a very big topic.  
>> I know, it's a huge topic.  
>> Very brave of you.  
>> Because I teach ‑‑ I teach inclusion, special education inclusion in the elementary and secondary level, and I've seen an amazing change in our students once we went to full inclusion.  Whoops.  I don't see a cursor here.  
>> Okay.  If you just want to put it in ‑‑ if you're not able to type there ‑‑ 
>> There it is.  
>> Got it?  Okay.  
>> No.  
>> Okay.  Then just put your e‑mail address in the chat box.  
>> Okay.  
>> If anybody is listening to Lee Anne and thinking, yeah, I can help her out by providing some data from our students, then also feel free to put your information in the chat box so that Lee Anne can reach out to you directly.  
>> Some of you may have already heard from me.  
[ Laughter ]

>> Let's help her finish her dissertation.  
>> That would be wonderful.  
>> A good dissertation is a completed dissertation.  
>> That's the best kind.  I would love to have this done, and my husband would love for me to have this done.  I've filled it in in the member form, too.  
>> Okay.  Fantastic.  There you go.  I got it from the chat box.  And Lee Anne put her e‑mail in the chat box saying she's happy to help.  
>> Wonderful.  
>> Glad to see all these connections we're making today.  So that's wonderful.  
>> Thank you.  
>> Okay.  Tammy had asked if we could talk about conceptual frameworks for post‑secondary education, but Tammy was not able to join us today because she's not feeling very well.  She could we could have this discussion anyway.  So she sent it out to the group, and I know a lot of you saw this.  If anyone has any responses that you wanted to give to Tammy ‑‑ and I can take some notes if you do.  If not, we can put this on the agenda for next time when Tammy is with us.  But I know she's also working on her dissertation proposal.  She probably would like to move this along pretty quickly.  Well, if you have any thoughts, then feel free to reach out to Tammy.  She did reply to everybody in the group, so you should have her e‑mail address.  Let me know and I can put you in touch with her.  Okay.  
	Meg wanted to talk about social engagement research.  
>> Well, or the lack thereof.  
[ Laughter ]
So, you know, we've talked a lot about, you know, what is the impact that we can ascertain from the data we collect from the TPSIDs over time and how that's changed.  And I will say one of the things we struggle with, I think, in terms of quantitative data is collecting accurate and meaningful social engagement.  You know, a big part of going to college is the connections you make, the environment you hang out in, the interests you pursue, who you pursue them with or next to, how that leads to other connections, who you're living with or spending time with on campus or off campus.  And, you know, one tool obviously can't do everything.  So as we're looking at different approaches, I think social engagement really connects to a qualitative approach.  But a qualitative approach when you're dealing with 54 campuses and 25 grantees, it gets really complicated.  So I thought as a research area, it would be interesting for me to hear from you what, if anything, you're doing in terms of either gathering data or assessing social engagement or actually conducting research on social engagement or campus membership, just for us to kind of chew it up a little bit, what aspects are measurable, what aspects of it are more or less meaningful.  And I just kind of wanted to hear folks' thoughts and how they're approaching it, what their frustrations are or what some strategies they've used.  
>> Meg, this is Debbie Holzberg.  
>> Hey.  
>> At UNC‑Greensboro.  We do collect those data in our program evaluation at the end of the year.  So we reworked it this year and sort of changed the way we were asking the questions because it wasn't really operationalized.  Like, you know, how often do you go to, I don't know, sporting events, frequently or regularly?  It just wasn't operationalized.  So we submitted a little bit more specific with parameters, and we looked at sort of where students were going.  We also looked at whether or not they were going with support or whether they were going with support meeting like support program offers or natural supports like friends or, you know, people in their cohorts or their groups, you know, whether they were going to on‑campus activities, off‑campus activities and things like that.  So I would love to tell you that I've actually crunched the data, but I haven't yet.  But that is way high up on my list.  So, you know, should have some results hopefully, you know, relatively soon.  But the other thing that we wanted to do ‑‑ and I don't ‑‑ I don't know that we'll be able to, but that I thought of is when students use their university badges to swipe into an event, right, I was wondering if we could ‑‑ I wanted to see if we could capture those data so that we would get it sort of from their badge swipe to say, well, they were at a basketball game or they were at a, you know, I don't know, cultural event that we had on campus that they had to swipe in for.  So I don't know whether we'll be able to do that or not.  But I felt like that would be a really good way to get an accurate accounting of sort of where people were and when they were and things like that.  
>> Yeah.  
>> I don't know if that helps or if that ‑‑ pardon?  
>> Sorry, Debbie.  I just said it's almost like a fidelity check.  
>> Exactly.  Yeah, exactly.  So, yeah.  I mean, I'm sure we'll be happy to share that as soon as I have ‑‑ I have it.  I'm a little behind the eight ball.  It's been a busy summer, for everybody, I'm sure.  So, yeah.  But that's kind of what we're doing.  
>> That's cool.  I'm glad to hear that you're doing it.  I'll be curious to see what you find out.  Do you ‑‑ when you do it, are the students self‑reporting what they're doing, or is staff ‑‑ 
>> No.  
>> ‑‑ reporting it?  
>> Yeah, that's a good question.  The students are self‑reporting.  So when I administered the program evaluation survey, basically there were ‑‑ the way that we designed it was it was designed with sort of blank spaces and then a list of possible ideas.  And then I also, you know, if they said, well, does this count?  Does that count?  Those types of things, right?  So that they could get as much as possible because we really wanted to be able to capture, you know, like the top five to seven ways in which they were engaging.  So were they going to religious services?  Were they going to the movies?  Were they going to the grocery store?  What were they doing?  How were they spending their social time, their community time?  And then they listed that.  And then we asked them, were they going alone or were they going with friends or were they going with support staff?  But there was no ‑‑ there's no way to do, like, a fidelity check on that, right?  It's totally self‑reported.  
>> Right.  Right.  
>> This is Kathy Becht at University of Central Florida.  There's another thought, too.  I was just talking with some of our staff over at inclusive ed services.  And we were talking about how do you define academically inclusive course.  And they were looking at their social engagement components as academically specialized courses because they're putting them under course codes.  So to garner the credits, et cetera, toward the certification.  So I thought, oh, my gosh.  So this is a component of the program of study that our programs across the country are still trying to figure out how to categorize or characterize and count.  And so when we're looking at social engagement, if we can ‑‑ just as you guys have defined academically inclusive course work, if we can pull out that component of inclusive engagement especially as it is counted in units, because a lot of the programs, as we looked at just the way that HEOA has defined it, that some of those components are part of it, that if we can provide a good definition for that, that might help us to capture that ‑‑ excuse me ‑‑ that social engagement as well.  I know that was kind of a lot, but that's where my head is at in looking at that.  
>> So Kathy, I know you don't have the answer ‑‑ 
[ Laughter ]

>> ‑‑ but give me an example of how you would operationalize that in a way that it could be measured ‑‑ you're saying that they're using their specialized courses as school ‑‑ 
>> No.  So what I'm saying is that when we look at the definition of academically inclusive course work that you guys have put together ‑‑ 
>> Yeah.  
>> ‑‑ it really goes back to the course code and what courses are in the course catalog.  So as programs are putting together their ‑‑ particularly in Florida ‑‑ are putting together our certifications so that they're meaningful credentials, we are having to create courses that are their internships and their social engagement.  So it's not really a course.  It's their social engagement.  So, for example, a student, every semester, one of the requirements might be that a student has to be involved, a certain number of hours, in a club of their choosing.  And so that goes under a course code to garner the units or credits, if you will, that the student is earning.  So what I'm saying is that if we can separate out the actual courses versus the in‑service learning, if you will, course that is accruing hours of experience and engagement, that those are two separate things.  I don't know, we'd have to really flesh it out to identify, to define it.  But that's what I'm seeing as the problem because I was just going back and pulling up, you know, y'all's definition.  And what we are having to do in Florida in putting in identifying the credits or the institutional units, the student's earning, it all ends up being put into the course code catalog.  And so then it goes into looking like it's a specialized academically specialized course when, in essence, it's not.  It is completely inclusive, but the only students that enroll in it are those students who have ID who are going for these certificates.  That's pretty convoluted.  
>> I hear you.  Boy, that's going to make's Frank's head explode.  
>> I know.  Because I started looking at this and I said, oh, my gosh.  Because that's what I was trying to pull out the programs of study is what are those institutional units that we're beginning to use to create an accountability for their social engagement.  
>> Right, but I would not call a social engagement course an academically inclusive one.  
>> Exactly.  
>> It is not an academically inclusive course.  
>> Well, it's not an academically inclusive course.  For example, if you look at our programs put together, it looks like we have nine specialized courses, and we don't.  We only have four.  And all the rest of them are their internships, their social engagement in clubs, all those things that aren't at all segregated, that they're completely inclusive, but the course today is segregated to create an accountability method.  You see what I'm saying?  
>> Yeah, that's ‑‑ that's ‑‑ that adds a new wrinkle if you're trying to get course credit for those types of activities.  
>> Right.  Right.  
>> What do other folks think about that?  Is there anyone else on the call doing anything related to social engagement?  Did you turn everybody off?  
>> Diane?  
>> I did not.  Diane, I was just going to ask you to chime in on your microphone if you have one since you posted a couple of comments in the chat.  
>> Sorry.  I had myself muted.  Can you hear me now?  
>> Yeah.  
>> Yeah.  
>> Okay.  That's a tough ‑‑ we talk about that.  It's really tough to ‑‑ I was actually thinking how ‑‑ I mean, it's tough to define social engagement because I commented, you know, I think it occurs in the workplace as well, you know, when students are at internships and interacting with their peers or coworkers.  But we survey about what organizations ‑‑ each semester we say what organization were you involved in.  We're not doing a lot with the data.  We just keep track of that just to know, you know, when we're sharing what all clubs our students are involved in.  It would be interesting to somehow measure, like, through a valid survey ‑‑ I don't know if there's an instrument out there that measures social engagement.  At one point we surveyed ‑‑ like we used the quality of life, but that wasn't ‑‑ you know, typically, even if you're socially engaged, your quality of life during college might be low because of the demands.  So it wasn't an accurate reflection.  
>> Yeah, thinking of it in terms of consistently across campuses, that's why I keep thinking it's got to be qualitative.  But from our perspective, we're sort of twice removed from the students themselves.  So we don't ‑‑ under our current system, we don't really have a charge to reach out to students directly.  And I could see that being a real IRB picnic.  
[ Laughter ]
So I was happy to hear, Debbie, you know, it's self‑report data.  Because I actually think that's probably more accurate.  You know, and there's a part of me that really chafes at the idea of staff following students around, you know, not with a clipboard, but, you know, monitoring every person they talk to, every club they do.  It just feels oogie.  So I like putting students in the place of sharing their perspective on it.  And I'm also ‑‑ I always have that kind of feeling of social engagement is an issue of motivation, opportunity and desire.  And there could be students who have the opportunity who choose not to engage, for whatever reason.  So I'm always struck by the way we frame social engagement as, you know, students ‑‑ this many students attended this many clubs, and that's good as opposed to this many students got the opportunity to make this many decisions about where they engage and with who they engage and the level of self‑directedness is the good part.  But that's a very deep thing to have to unpack.  So doing that would have to be on a very, you know, campus basis.  
>> Hi, this is Seb.  
>> I knew that might hook you in, Seb.  
>> It's just one method that has been done with populations without disabilities that could be useful in this particular type of study is randomizing time schedules when students are typically on campus or in the campus community.  And then just sending a text to students and just saying, you know, take a picture of what you're doing right now.  Or what are you doing right now?  And if the response is, you know, I'm by myself in my dorm room or if I'm, you know, I'm out in a club or at a sporting event or I'm with my family or with my parents, I mean, it just would depend on the type of question you're asking.  What are you doing?  Where are you?  Or who are you with?  And it's done on a randomized basis and it's done through smartphones, then it can be a way for the students to kind of be code researchers in some way because they are collecting and then sending that data.  And it's done through a way that is appealing because they're using their phone to report some of these things, and because it's randomized, then you can get, you know, an interesting snapshot of what ‑‑ of what students' social lives might look like across different times of the day.  And really, if you had a couple of programs, for example, then you'd probably see how these differ pretty significantly based on if the student lives on or off campus.  
>> Yeah, I could see that being really impactful.  I know that in another grant we have, Maria and Ty have been working with students to basically map their days on campus through photos and drawings.  And it's really impressive how much information the students will share you and also the learning that you get when you review where they are ‑‑ where they are and who they're with on what we're doing well and what we're doing not so well programmatically in terms of supports.  
>> Yeah.  You know I love what Maria's done with the mobile methods, and that's really a good place to dive in, those mobile methodologies.  But I think that what we also find that it's hard to capture is that there's a lot of social life and social inclusion that takes place between places or in transit and on the move.  And a lot of people are ‑‑ and there's been research out of Australia that really has done a good job with documenting community engagement and social inclusion based on these things that occur in passing or whether it's someone who just waves to you and says hello.  When I've done social inclusion research on campus and had students with ID kind of defined what social inclusion is, that's something that they always talk about is that acknowledgment in passing.  Often by people who they don't know, rather than, you know, the turned gaze.  And it's a type of social inclusion that doesn't involve what we would typically think of with the frequency of interaction and the quality of those interactions, it's a small and it's a subtle thing that can really, if captured, it can really show how the students are defining social inclusion, but also what's important.  You know, maybe it's not always just having hours and hours and hours of times with one's peers.  But also just the simple acknowledgment by peers who they don't know.  In a friendly way.  That wave, that someone saying hi.  
>> Yeah, that's a powerful thing to consider.  I can't imagine trying to capture it, but again, looking at the student as the conduit for what's important and how ‑‑ I guess I'm always thinking about, okay, if you do the study, great.  Whatever the study is.  But then what do you learn from it?  What can it help you do better next time?  And I think part of ‑‑ part of the complexity of this is we are trying to do a lot of things.  We want to gather data to prove that it's happening.  We want to gather data to prove that it happening, is it leading to improvements in a student's life?  And improvements in a campus or a group or a group of students?  So we want to be able to kind of prove it, but then that's a different goal than what do students value and how often do those things that they value occur naturally in their day.  So, again, it's really just sort of what's the purpose of conducting the research and what we're trying to do with the findings in terms of either practical application or future development.  
>> You know, Meg, the thing that makes me think of ‑‑ this is Kathy Becht again ‑‑ is college professors are really beginning to use the students ‑‑ asking students to take a picture of when you went to the career fair and send it to me as proof of attendance.  And so that's something that's very typically used or beginning to be typically used is taking pictures to show that you're doing whatever it is you need to be doing.  
	And then the other piece is if we ‑‑ you know, I think of students ‑‑ we have a number of students who are struggling with their use of time.  And so, you know, doing the things that they want to be doing but figuring out how do I manage my time, it occurs to me that if we did something along those lines of taking ‑‑ having them take a picture every hour or whatever it is and then reflect on, now let's look at your day because they often have a hard time looking back at their day and the order they did it in.  But if we had them set up where they took a picture each hour and then had them reflect on their time on their social engagement, and then growing from, now, is this what you want to be doing, or do you see something you need to change?  That that would be a really cool use of that social engagement component and reflection and growth from.  
>> I love that idea, Kathy.  And in thinking about that, Seb, when you were talking about the text, you know, what are you doing right now, it's sort of a combination of those things.  
>> Yeah.  
>> And I did think that that would be a really useful ‑‑ like if it was my program and I had those data, whether it's pictures like you said, Kathy, or texts, I would want to say, all right, so what do students' days look like in the morning?  Are they getting most of their, you know, independent time where they're hanging out or studying at certain times of day?  Are they in places that we didn't know they were in?  Is that a great thing or is that something that we need to talk about?  So I think you could do it both from a student personal reflection of is this ‑‑ 
>> Right.  
>> ‑‑ right for me and at a program level ‑‑ 
>> Yeah.  
>> ‑‑ is this what we are hoping to see?  Does this mean we can do better at something?  
>> Yeah.  But I really like the thought, because one of the things we're starting to see is the students, when they have suddenly all of this time and they're free, if you will, that's how my son puts it, I'm free!  ‑‑ that now they have to learn how to manage all that time, and that's where we're seeing students are falling down because they're not able to manage that time.  They want to do it, but then they are not seeing it and catching themselves and reflecting and making a change.  And so I think it would work in both ‑‑ like you say, with the individual student as well as the program itself, I think that would be a really cool thing to do.  And even just to use as programmatically ‑‑ programmatic evaluation, I think that might be a neat thing for us to do in Florida is ask the programs to do that.  
>> Yeah, that would be an exciting way to approach it.  
>> Yeah.  I like that.  
>> I need to think through more about how you'd structure it and make it manageable  Because for a program that either doesn't have a lot of staff or a lot of time or, you know, all of the above, conceptualizing it could be really a heavy lift.  But if there was, like, a little research package of, here ‑‑ 
>> Right.  
>> Maria created a participatory action research guide a few years ago, which is just beautiful.  It's such a good product.  And it's very picture‑based of do this.  Then do this.  Then do this.  That might be something that could be useful for programs.  
>> Well, and many programs have mentors that the students work with every week.  And so that would be a wonderful opportunity to help the mentor help that student in working through their, you know, use of time, et cetera.  So I don't want to monopolize, but that was just my thought as you were talking, a good use of that.  
>> No, I appreciate your input.  I really ‑‑ I'm thrilled to hear everybody's ideas about this because I think it's something we all grapple with, and we don't have much time to just sort of brainstorm around it.  
>> There's one comment in the chat from Susan.  She said she appreciated the point about choice and preference of amount of social interaction versus simply measuring quantity related to Seb's idea, techniques could be used in terms of social interaction opportunities.  
>> Yeah, that's a great suggestion.  I know both Seb and Maria have used photo voice in the past.  Well, Clare, I recognize that our discussion took the rest of your agenda.  
>> That is absolutely fine.  We always like to stumble upon a good topic for discussion.  
[ Laughter ]
All right.  Let me wrap this up because we have, you know, one minute left.  We did have some questions for you about ‑‑ we'll just move that till next time, I think.  That's a good topic for our next meeting.  I found, as I was looking for new research articles, I found this one about measuring changes and support needs over time.  And Seb, it reminded me of what you talked about last meeting about using the support intensity scale to capture changes and support needs, and I just wanted to direct you to that article in case you're interested in reading what they are finding out about that.  I think Russ is with us today, and Russ, I'm really sorry that we didn't get to talk about VR and research affinity group shared activities.  That's going to be a good one for our next meeting because you'll be at State of the Art.  
>> I think Russ has an upcoming affinity group.  So Russ, if you want to share or put in the agenda when our next meeting is.  
>> Sure, I can do that really quick.  Our call is going to be on August the 1st, which is next week at 2:00 P.M. Eastern Time.  And we've got a number of folks signed up for the group.  And I sent an e‑mail out to those that have registered.  I should have thought ‑‑ I know the time's short, but I can ‑‑ if anyone wants to connect with that group and you haven't already, if you go to the Think College website and look up VR Affinity Group, there is a link to sign up to get notices for that meeting.  And, you know, Clare, don't worry about it.  We'll have more of these where we can talk together.  
>> That's great.  Yeah, Russ.  Yeah, I think it will be a good topic for our next meeting.  We still have this lingering agenda topic.  That might also be a good one for next time.  For folks who organize State of the Art are in the beginning stages of putting together a new journal, it is journal of inclusive post‑secondary education.  Let's see if we can get them to talk to us while they're there.  Are there any other topics or discussion topics that you'd like to add, feel free to make your announcements, put anything in the agenda.  As a reminder, we do on our channel on Slack if you'd like to continue the conversation.  And there is a short evaluation link, if you would just take a second to click on that evaluation link and fill it out, I'd really appreciate getting your feedback about these meetings.  And if we aren't meeting your needs.

>> Clare, can you stick that link in the chat box for folks?  
>> I can.  
>> Just because some people might be following along on your screen and not have the agenda open.  So we really would like to know ‑‑ 
>> Absolutely.  
>> ‑‑ what works, what doesn't, you know, these kinds of groups are really malleable which is, I think, part of their ‑‑ the positive aspect of this.  So, yeah, let us know how it's going, what you're looking for, how we can keep meeting your needs through these calls.  
>> Yep.  And as I said, our next meeting will be on Wednesday, October 10th.  Once I have the time for that meeting, I will send it out, put it on all of your calendars so that you know that we're meeting.  And I think that's all for today.  Thank you so much, everybody, for joining us.  We'll talk to you in October.  
>> All right.  Thank you, everybody.  Thank you, Clare.  Have a great afternoon.  
>> Bye.  
>> Thanks, bye.  
(The call concluded at 1:03 P.M. ET.)

